Enhancing Wastepicker Lives. Transforming Waste

WASTE MANAGEMENT – ADHM 2018
The 6-R Principal;

RETHINK, REFUSE, REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE, REPLACE
formed the backbone of the sustainability practises as well as the waste management
strategy, helping ADHM 2018 edition add another feather in its cap.

The initiatives implemented this year were:

1. Segregation at Source for both Expo and Event
(Course and Holding Area)
Segregation done at source is the most effective form of waste management.
With the joint efforts of all teams, this was possible to an extent of 30% in the
first attempt.
At such a mass event, even this rate is a great motivator to keep improvising &
succeeding to achieve 100% segregation at source.

2. Creating Awareness
Informative banners only at strategic &
necessary locations & periodic announcements of proper waste disposal methods
through emcees ; both at expo and venue were
the medium to spread the awareness & engage
the participants to actively use the services.
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3. Waste Mascots
Created an awareness
among the runners to
dispose off the waste in
the correct bin.

4. Waste Kiosks
These were designed for waste
collection and segregation at the
stadium, the aesthetic appeal
attracted the crowd for proper
waste disposal and participants
could see the actual segregation
& disposal.

5. 300 Waste Handlers for waste collection and
40 waste Marshals for proper supervision ensured that

the event venue & route were clean throughout & the event
generated waste was responsibly collected & disposed.
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Waste Quantity and Description
Plastic Bottles/ Pet Bottles: Bottled water bottles from all water stations
Disposal: Recycle by M/S Al Mehtab for making fiber, threads etc for jackets and jeans

Tetrapack: Energy drink or juice packs
Disposal: Recycle into benches, tables etc by Tetrapack company

Arecanut Plates: The plates used to serve the food at the refreshment counters
Disposal: Shredded and composted at NGO Chintan Facility

Food Waste: Food left overs and Banana peels
Disposal: Composting at Chintan Material recovery centre (1267 kgs) and as food
for piggeries (460kgs) to Five Star piggeries firm

All other dry waste: Paper, plastic wrappers, cardboards, glass, cans etc.
Disposal: Paper, files and cardboard sent to paper mill M/S Bharat Bhushan for
reusing in the manufacturing process

Bio Waste: Waste from the WCs
Disposal: 31,500 litres of WC waste disposed at Haryana Jal Board Sewage Treatment Plant

Flex Waste: Flex used for branding and signage in the stadium and course
Disposal: Distributed as roofing sheets to waste workers for their huts/shacks.
Chintan NGO has given 1195 kgs of flex waste in Vivekanand camp and Banaswa area.
Swabhiman NGO has given 1800 kgs in Nizammudin, Jehangi puri, JN Junction and Bogal areas in Delhi

Hasiru Dala Innovations has collaborated with NGO Chintan to ensure the creation of
temporary jobs for around 500 waste workers, alongwith responsible waste management,
thereby creating an environmental and social impact for ADHM 2018
Procam engaged the services of Greencepts to promote sustainable initiatives for ADHM 2018
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